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Q.l Multiple choice questions

I) Whose famous quote is "the market is there to inform you, not to serve you"?

a) Milton b) Samuel Huntington
c) Marx d) Hayek
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(15 marks)

2) Which one of the following instruments to promote their national interests?

a)Economic Aid b) Propaganda
c)Diplomacy d) All the Above

3) Marxian view treats international politics as an extension of class war in?

a) Global Perspective b) National Perspective
c) Societal Perspective d) None of the above,

4) Individualistic Theory of 'laissez faire'- Author of the theory is?

a) J.S. Mill b) Godwin

c) Hobson d) G.B Shaw

5) Usually Diplomacy is of two types viz?

a) Triditional and New Diplomacy
c) Capitalist and Socialist

b) Democratic and Totalitarian
d) Liberal and Automatic

6)What is the basic objective for very nation for the security challenge?

a) To maintain peace b) To increase nuclear peace
c) International peace d) All of the above

7) Which theory is explaining recurring patterns in international relations?

a) Realism b) Neo realism

c) Structural realism d) Liberalism

8) In the following Geo- politics is concerned with?
a) Foreign policy

d) Nuclear weapon
b) Diplomacy
d) All of the above

b) Realists
d) Structural realists

9) Who among the following does not agree on the central importance of the State in International
relations?

a)Pluralists
c) Neo-realists

10) Who among the following is the pioneer of the theory ofneo-realism?

a) Kenneth Waltz b) Hans Morgenthau
c) Barry Buzan d) Raul Prebish

"



11)Who defines that the neo-liberalism as "Capitalism with the gloves oft"?

a) Mc Chesney b) Fredric

c)Warren Buffet d) Hans Morgenthau

12)Marxian view treats international politics as an extension of class war in:

a) Global Perspective b) National Perspective

c) Societal Perspective d) None of the above

13) Who coined the term "Geopolitics "at the beginning of the twentieth century?

a) Rudolfkjellen b) Fredric Ratzela

c)Hayek d) Thucydides

14) Which of the following is the problem free market Environmentalism?

a) Proper Rights b) Human Rights

c) Terrorism d) None of these

15) In which year UNO formally came into existence?

a) 1944

c) 1946

b) 1945

d) 1947

Q2. Elucidate the meaning of International Relations with its scope and Importance? (15 marks)
OR

Q2.Define Realism with its principles and objectives in detail?

Q3 Write an essay on 'Global Warming', with its impact on world?

OR (15rnarks)

Q3 Explain the Changing Concepts of National Security with factors which Governs national

Security?

Q4 Short Notes (any two)

I) Neo-Liberalism
2) Main difference between Realism & Neo-Realism
3) Geo-Politics

4) Sovereignty
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